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Hey Ma, Look what followed
me home,
Can I keep it?
The Do-335 was the fastest piston engined fighter in the German Airforce during WW2 having two DB603 V12 engines. Few were built,
and they had a limited operational history. The model was listed on
TradeMe and the seller ultimately offered it at a price I couldn’t
refuse. It is a type that has always been on my “possibles” list, mainly
because of its uniqueness.
Originating with Steve Blackman in New Plymouth, and built to the
Don Smith plan, it was completed to this point by Colin Peard in the
Levin Club. It has a wingspan of 2400 with 36cc 2-stroke up front and
G50 electric motor on the rear prop.
Will it fly? Rene has been overlooking the build but comments that
certification is a bit out of date. I have to inspect everything very
closely, and understand exactly how things are set up. My main
concern is its weight. Colin says it will come in at 21Kg, which is 70% or
so heavier than my Hurricane of the same wingspan.
Editor: Phone call from Colin—”this guy Maurice Job wants to buy the
Dornier — is it ok that he buy it.” “Yes” says Ivan, “he will look after
it!”. “SOLD”. Ivan, thank you for taking advantage of the photo opportunity and to Maurice for the caption.
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Presidents Report
Report kindly submitted by Mike Randell
Well this is going to short and sweet,
Not much happening at the moment other
than its hot, but windy, so only those who are
game enough to fly do so. On Sunday there
was a few electric gliders out and were
catching thermals.
We had the club barbeque, but I had to leave
early as my granddaughter broke her arm and
needed an emergency operation.
Don’t forget the AGM is next month, We are
looking around the 27th of Feb so keep that
date free. Linda is putting a nomination form
together, as it will save a lot of floor gazing
when nominations are called for positions,
please use it and be there, don’t forget it is
your club.
The club is in need of revitalising as it is stagnating, you the members need to put ideas forward and to participate in events or just to fly
or come out and talk rubbish like the rest of us.
While driving, I came across these likely lads as
per the photos you cant leave these guys
alone for a second.

AGM be there to cast your vote to get what
you guys want don’t be dictated to.

On a Safety note
Launching a hand held plane from the flight
box is a big NO NO, if pilots wish to hand
launch their plane, they can do so from
outside of the flight box, not behind in the pit
or from the taxi way, then proceed to fly from
the fliers box.
And please inform other fliers who are flying at
the time of your intentions. Do not walk out
onto the strip to retrieve your plane, without
calling it. Letting other pilots know what you
are intending may save your life.
This protocol has been around for years and it
is there to safe guard you and your fellow fliers
Cheers
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From the Editors Desk
Linda Lambess, 115 Tiro Tiro Road, Levin.
Ph 06 2102910, 0212106139
editors email

During the clean out of a cupboard, I found an
old jigsaw - maybe I could donate it to the
charity shop but is it all there? I could count
the pieces or put it on the table knowing that
we would have to put in a piece or two each
time we walked past. Finished with one piece
missing and one large piece obviously from a
different puzzle. Ivan had to ask why I was
laughing at this dilemma, my reply — ”it looks
like the Aeroneers— some pieces are not quite
right.”
This was an old jigsaw, in fact it was the QE2,
and it has gone into the compost. One cannot
hold onto the past, we have a future to
embrace. This club was established back in
1946—wow things have changed since then.
We have embraced the technology right down
to the fact that this club has very few control
line or free flight fliers, if any. These two
categories were very strong at the Nationals.
Now it is time for us to take on other aspects of
living in 2020.
Health and safety, ecommunication, social media — three big
changes that some have embraced. We don’t
like them but “rules is rules”.
A club, an association, a business all need to
have rules and regulations. These are just like
the laws of the land - they need to be understood by those implementing them and
changed to suit the times, that is why we have
Annual General Meetings—to bring the rules up
to date. The committee can then make sure
the rules are implemented. As a club affiliated
to a national body we also need to follow their
rules. Once again “rules is rules”.
I have had lots of emails and spoken to a lot of
people about the division that the club is
currently experiencing.

These emails and chats with very good club
members, long standing, and respected by
most, all telling the same story and all fed up
with certain aspects of the club. These people
seem to understand that ’rules is rules’ and
club etiquette is just that, manners to fellow
club members. Some of these people are seriously considering whether to rejoin the Aeroneers next year. Your club does have nearby
competition for club membership. It is a concern. Ironically I believe one of those clubs was
started due to the Aeroneers committee, at the
time, not wanting to move flying sites. I am
happy to admit I am wrong if that is the case.
As with all divisions there are two sides—and I
have really only heard one side. It all reminds
me of the school playgrounds — there are the
cool kids, the kids who just get on with it and
those who are the playground who throw their
weight around. This is group is often made up
of unsuspecting people who are often cleverly
manipulated. It is the theme for many movies.
If anyone asks me which category I think they
fit into — my standard response will be, “think
about it and if the cap fits, wear it”.
Hope to catch up with you ALL at the AGM, till
then hope there is some good flying days.
Linda

To those of you in
hospital, we are
sending you tons of
well wishes for a
speedy recovering.
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Winter Build
Well I guess the last few weeks has shown just how much
working gets in the way of what is important! Building model
planes! My last update showed that the Typhoon was
ready for paint, and that’s where it stayed until this year.
Over the last few weeks I have slowly but surely masked and
painted my way through each colour, then weathered and
clear coated. Believe it or not, on a camouflaged British
fighter just prior to D-Day in 1944 there are no less than nine
different colours without included the silver undercoat or
clear coat or any dirtying! So with trying to be patient and
wait a few days before masking the next colour, this takes
quite a while.
This Typhoon was always going to be painted in 486 Sqn
RNZAF markings as that was Dave’s unit during the war. I
used a widely known photo of SA-R in formation with a
Tempest in May 1944, this was also right around the time
Dave was flying them. I had already painted the 3d printed
exhaust stubs so I glued and screwed them on before
weathering as well, they look much nicer than ones simply
glued to the outside of the cowling.

Now that it is all painted, it’s time to painstakingly sand/chip/scrape it off again to reveal the silver underneath. After that its time to make her dirty. My usual routine is pretty simple but effective. Whenever I spray a model I save the thinners I use to clean the spray gun, all in one big jar.
The end result is a mixture that looks a pretty nasty blackish-brownish murky mess but it makes a
nice dirty clear coat.
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Winter Build continued

First the plane is “Dirty Clear” coated all over, then exhaust and gun
streaks are created by applying multiple layers of the dirty clear to
slowly build up the dirty marks.
All that’s left now is to reinstall the last few systems and a final balance, control throw check.
Happy flying all, Graham

Servo Chatter, November 2019

Aeroneers Vintage report
Thanks to Phil Pearpoint for this report.
Not a lot to report of course due to our break in
flying over Christmas.
Sunday 9th of February will be the start of our
new years competition. Some new models and
some flyers keen to be in the placings for this
years competition.
Scones and Jam are
back on the Vintage
program, as will be a
9am sharp safety briefing prior to the start of
competition.
We Vintage Flyers have
been
identified
as
being one of the most at risk of injury due to us
being on the strip often to take off or retrieve
our models. As one who personally thinks
health and safety costs this country more than
it saves, this is a big step!!
However coming up with a bit of a plan to
keep other active flyers aware of our move-

ments around the strip is not a bad idea.
So please be ready to go at 9am and we will
be airborne as soon as Tomboy is finished.
As we have not had an official club prizegiving for last year, this will be held for Vintage
at the conclusion of our Feb competition,
please stay to congratulate our three winners.
See you all on Feb 9th
Phil Pearpoint
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AGM stuff
The Annual General Meeting
of the
Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
will be held on
Thursday 27 February 2020
at 7.30 p.m.
in the Senior Citizens Hall,
Main Street, Palmerston North
Agenda—
Confirmation of 2019 AGM Minutes,
Matters Arising,
Correspondence,
President’s report,
Treasurer’s report,
Election of Officers,
Motions to be considered.
General Business.

Nomination
Forms
Nomination forms for the executive and
committee to be elected at the 2020
Annual General Meeting were attached to
the February Servo Chatter email and also
available on the website.
Remember that if there are multiple
nominations for positions a secret ballot will
be held.
Please make a considered decision as to
who you would like to administer the
Aeroneers in 2020.

A SOBER THOUGHT
Sometimes, when you’re feeling important,
Sometime, when your ego’s in bloom,
Sometime, when you take it for granted
You’re the best qualified in the room,
Sometime, when you feel that your going
Would leave a unfillable hole,
Just follow this simple instruction
And see how it humbles your soul.
Take a bucket and fill it with water,
Put your hands in it, up to the wrist,
Pull it out, and the hole that’s remaining
Is a measure of how you’ll be missed.
You may splash all you please when you enter,
You can stir up the water galore,
But stop, and you’ll find in a minute
That it looks quite the same as before.
The moral of this quaint example
Is to do just the best that you can,
Be proud of yourself, but remember,
There is no indispensable man.

THE EDITOR
Hi Linda
Can you please print this in Servo Chatter.
The emails about committee resigning have me
worried about the agm soon. Last year we
elected some good people onto our committee
then most of them want out. What went wrong?
We need a committee who can work as a team,
who know how to run a business today and can
listen to each others ideas with an open mind.
The club has members like this, perhaps nominate people before the agm and then there is no
pressure on the night.
Please do not print my name,
Signed …..
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Heli’s in Levin
On the Saturday of Anniversary Weekend helicopter pilots from Wellington,
Masterton, Feilding and Levin gathered
at the Levin Model Club strip to fly. There
was over 25 models of various makes
and sizes.
Pete Brown flew his Wessex in a scale
like mode while Mike Bron flew 3D,
meaning it is every angle but level. Both
of these pilots have been invited to fly
their helis at the Club Open Day in
March.
Everyone had some time in the air, with
no expensive hiccups, most enjoyed a
bbq sausage or burger, and as batteries
ran out they drifted off to their respective home towns. Thanks to the club
chef Jonathan. Thanks also to Mike for
calling in after the event and helping
Ivan get a handle on setting up swash
plates.

Above — Tony Parkinson setting up his Huey.
Below—a complicated piece of machinery belonging to Mike Bron.
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DC 3 Flight
Ivan and I recently went on a trip down
memory lane with a DC3 flight from
Paraparaumu. We took off, and just sat back
for a while listing to that distinctive sound of
the engines. Those of you who have travelled
long distances seated in those lovely leather
seats, will remember. We flew up to Otaki,
then back down around the back of Kapiti
Island and then a quick look at Transmission
Gully before landing.

there was fear for the DC3 and it was locked in
a hangar, and stayed there for 3 years.
Craig Emeny from Air Chathams came to
AWP’s rescue making it airworthy once again.
In 2010 AWP returned to being a passenger
airliner serving the Tongan people until 2013
when it was flown home to NZ, a flight of over
20 hours. Now, it remains the last flying piston
engine example of the RNZAF C-47 fleet, the
last flying example of the NAC DC 3 fleet and
the last flying example of the Fieldair fleet.

ZK-AWP has had an interesting history having
been built in the USA 75 years ago and took off
from Oklahoma City on the day the Red Army
seized Berlin, (April 1945) and flew to Hamilton.
A month later it became RNZAF Dakota NZ
3543, assigned to 41 Squadron. During those
years it had been used for supply drops and
ferrying servicemen back to their homeland,
NZ.
1952 it was handed over the NZ NAC and on its
first day of service, 2 April 1953 clocked up 10
hours 20 minutes. It then flew domestically and
sold on to service Samoa for many years.
1973 the seats were stripped out and superphosphate took their place and ZK-AWP
became the top-dresser that we all remember
skimming the farmland for Fieldair. In the mid
1980’s and over 6720 hours of strenuous flying,
it was converted to a freighter for Classic Air
Services and later, Fieldair Freight.
By the year 2000, 55 year old, AWP had completed 46,000 flying hours and was sold to
Pionair Adventures for charter work around NZ
and Australia,
In June 2002—it skidded off the runway while
attempting to take off in deep snow at Mr
Cook, resulting in substantial damage. It was
sufficiently repaired by Fieldair staff on site to
enable a ferry flight to Palmerston North where
it was fully repaired.
In 2004 the then Crown Prince Tupuoto’a of
Tonga (later the late King George V)
requested it to set up a domestic airline in the
kingdom. His company, which owned the airline, was unpopular and when riots broke out

A more detailed history is on the following page.
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Add your piece
to the puzzle
- editor@aeroneers.com

I need photos just to fill
in some spaces like this!
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February:
2 February - 2 metre gliders.
9 February - vintage and Tomboy.
13 February - deadline for notice of
meeting—see p6. 
13 February - deadline for “Member’s
Motion” to be given to Secretary.
14 February - Don’t forget Valentines Day
16 February - Radian.
20 February - “Member’s Motions” to be
circulated to all members.
23 February - Assassin.
27 February - 7.30pm Annual General
Meeting.
29 February - deadline for Servo Chatter.
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Bits ’n’ Bobs
Schools
out,
Look out.

Club Fuel
Methanol—$2.75 a litre
Nitro—$32.43 a litre
Oil—$20 a litre

To all club members having a
birthday this month.

Remember
to keep

batteries, fuel
electrics, and
foamies cool.

Check out our website for updates
on events, field conditions.
https://www.aeroneers.com/
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Glider pilot dies
.

Last surviving hero from WWII Glider
Pilot Regiment who dropped Allied
troops behind enemy lines during
D-Day and Sicily invasion dies aged
100
By ROD ARDEHALI FOR MAILONLINE
The last surviving hero from Britain's Second
World War Glider Pilot Regiment who was a part
of the four major operations the wooden gliders
were used in has died aged 100.
Staff Sergeant Ralph Norbury flew wooden
gliders deep behind enemy lines at the invasion
of Sicily in July 1943.
Eleven months later on D-Day he became one
of the first Allied servicemen to step foot on Nazi
-occupied France after landing ahead of main
invasion.
In September 1944 he fought in the Battle of
Arnhem in Holland and then took part in
Operation Varsity over the Rhine in
western Germany in March 1945.
Such was the enormous casualty rate involved
in going behind enemy lines, only six members
of the Glider Pilot Regiment took part all four

The last surviving glider pilot to participate in all
of the major airborne operations of World War
Two who has died aged 100. Staff Sergeant
Ralph Norbury flew wooden gliders deep
behind enemy lines at the invasion of Sicily in
July 1943

operations.
Sgt Norbury passed away in hospital last week.
His daughter Maggie, 67, said: 'My father didn't
like to talk about the war but he was a true
hero.
'He was very kind, very polite, so thoughtful - a
real gentleman. It is remarkable to think what
he did during the war. We are all so proud of
him.'
Sgt Norbury, originally from Manchester, enlisted
with the Lancashire Regiment at the outset of
the war before transferring to the Glider Pilot
Regiment.
During the war, gliders became an extremely
effective alternative to parachute drops,
carrying up to 28 soldiers or jeeps, artillery and
even tanks.
Sgt Norbury and his ilk were trained as expert
pilots and then on landing performed the role of
an infantry officer capable of leading the
airborne soldiers they had transported into
battle. For this, they became known as the
'total soldier'. His first operation was the invasion
of Sicily on July 9, 1943.
It was a disastrous operation as over half the
gliders landed in the sea and many pilots
drowned.
On D-Day, Sgt Norbury was part of the 6th
Airborne Division which landed near to Ranville
carrying elements of the Royal Ulster Rifles.
Their job was to protect the left flank of the Allies
arriving on Sword Beach.
Sgt Norbury had to make it back several miles
to the beach to get back home to Britain so he
could fly over again.
Three months later, during Operation Market
Garden, Sgt Norbury was in a Horsa glider
towed by a Dakota.
The following day, the glider pilots made their
way through the woods to Oosterbeek, where
they remained until retreating over the Rhine
River on September 25.
Sgt Norbury later recalled to a friend: 'We
stayed first in the woods but later in battle had
to find new cover in the houses just outside the
woods.
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Glider pilot dies
.

Just 10 days after
escaping Arnhem,
he married wife
Kath, a crafts
teacher, but the
newlyweds were
soon separated
again as he returned to the heat
of battle. Operation
Varsity was
launched on March
24, 1945, in conjunction with the Field
Marshal Bernard
Montgomery orchestrated Operation Plunder

'The Germans
were so close that we could clearly be heard
talking and digging in nearby in the woods. I
could see men killed and wounded around me
all the time.
'On the ninth day of the operation, we were
told there would be a withdrawal across the
river, with Canadian troops in boats coming to
assist.
All these days we had almost no food and
limited water, and we were very short on
ammunition.
'Making for the river with various groups of men,
I heard a noise and there in front of me was a
small boat, I called out and was pulled down
into the boat and ferried to safety on the other
side of the river.'
Just 10 days after escaping Arnhem, he married
wife Kath, a crafts teacher, but the newlyweds
were soon separated again as he returned to
the heat of battle.
Operation Varsity was launched on March 24,
1945, in conjunction with the Field Marshal
Bernard Montgomery orchestrated Operation
Plunder.
The airborne divisions, totalling 16,000, were
dropped to the east of the Rhine to fight off
advancing German troops, enabling 200,000
men to cross over the historically important German river barrier.
Within six weeks of the successful operation,

Germany had surrendered and the war in
Europe was over.
Rob Ponsford, of the Glider Pilot Regiment
Society, said: 'Ralph Norbury was the last of a
small group of the World War Two glider pilots
who survived all the major airborne operations
which were pivotal turning points of the war.
'So many drowned during the disastrous Sicily
operation or were killed when they were outnumbered at Arnhem.
'When people look back on D-Day the first
thought is soldiers storming the beaches but the
airborne divisions played a crucial role in
keeping the Germans at bay, which they also
did during Operation Varsity enabling the
successful Rhine crossing.
'It is a very poignant day and the end of a
unique
generation
whose
enormous
contribution to the war effort should never be
forgotten.'
Trevor Williams, of the Arnhem Boys, a World
War Two display team preserving the memory
of those who fought in Operation Market
Garden, said: 'The glider pilots were a tough
breed.
'Trained to fly that huge glider once they had
got it on the ground they took on the role of the
ordinary assault soldier.
'They were trained to fire all manner of
weapons, Bren gun, Sten gun or No.4 rifle - and
would fight side by side the very men they had
flown to the battle.
'There are no adequate words that can
describe that sort of bravery.
'Each and everyone that passes sees another
British hero depart our company for a well
earned rest.
'Lest we forget those that fought and those that
died, for theirs was the glory.'
In later life, Sgt Norbury worked in the
printmaking industry in Andover, Hampshire,
and London. He retired in the 1980s and spent
his final decades in Tooting, south London.
Sgt Norbury, whose wife died in 1989, leaves
behind three children, John, Jane and Maggie,
seven grandchildren and ten greatgrandchildren.
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fibreglass 60 size.
$10
Undercarriage;
40 size ali with 3” wheels .
$10
Cowl;
fi-glass, round (radial style).
$10
Wheels;
4.7”.
$5
Wheels;
4” - foam.
$5
Props;
3 orange, GWS.
$5
Air line;
Badger flexi line.
$15
Power
Panel,
Model Dope,
$10
various part tins, different colours, thinners etc. Ne- Texson field panel.
Goldberg retract legs.
$10
gotiate price, funds to the Club
Props;
Airbrush;
Master 7*6, APC 7*5, 1 of ea
$3
Paasche Model H single action.
$50
Plan;
Undercarriage;
Cessna Bird Dog, 1220 span.
$10
Dubro, 60 size (new).
$15
Undercarriage;
Call or TXT; Maurice Job, 021670689
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Check out
this list

THE HISTORY OF THE
FIRST 50 YEARS OF
AEROMODELLING
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN NZ
Copies of this
publication are
available, free of
charge at the club
house or contact
Linda to obtain your
copy.
Postal charges may apply

Decals
Water slide
transfer
Simple to apply
Long lasting

A6 sheet — $5.00
2 — large 6 cm decals
3 — medium 4 cm decals
5 — small 2.5 cm decals

A4 sheet — $10.00
6 — large 7.5 cm decals
5 — medium 5 cm decals
23 — small 2.5 cm decals

Order from Flemming Ravn,
ravnf@outlook.com
Collect at flying field.
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Events— local and out of town
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This
Weekend

Poster for the public
is attached to this
emailed edition of
Servo Chatter.
Please print it out,
hang it up at work,
ask the corner dairy,
anywhere where it
can be seen by
people who may be
interested.
Invite
your local service
organisation or social
group if they are
interested
in
an
outing.
This event is not only
to be enjoyed by
flyers, it is a chance
to show off the sport
and for the club to
raise a little money!
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Palmerston North Aeroneers
Important information
.

Club Website, : www.aeroneers.com
Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com
Club Flying Site: End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

The Committee
President:
Mike Randell
president@aeroneers.com
Vice President:
vicepresident@aeroneers.com
Treasurer:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363
treasurer@aeroneers.com
Secretary
Bruce Withell
Phone 358 3202
secretary@aeroneers.com
Club Captain:
Geoff Hall
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com
Webmaster:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363
Servo Chatter Editor
and Website Updates
Linda Lambess - Phone 06 2102910, 021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com
Committee:
Phil Pearpoint - Phone 06 323 9093
Hamish Loveridge –Phone 027 460 3848
Len Ruby
Peter Vining - Phone 027 443 2378
Barry Parker

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every
care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be
responsible for the content of advertisements or any material
contained therein. The editor reserves the right of publication.

Annual Club Subscriptions
Senior Membership $88 NZMAA affiliation + $72
club membership = $160
Family Membership $93 NZMAA affiliation + $72
club membership = $165
Junior (under 18) $25 NZMAA affiliation + $20 club
membership = $45
Associate $40
Associate Flying $72
MFW Associate $25 + $25 club sub +$50
Subs are per annum.
Please pay any committee member or online to
Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00 Palmerston
North Aeroneers. Don’t forget to include your
name in the details box.
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise
Tama of your payment.
You need to be a paid member to fly at the
club airfield.
The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to March 31 to ensure all club
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability
insurance.

Nomination
Forms
Nomination forms for the executive and
committee to be elected at the 2020 Annual
General Meeting were attached to the
February Servo Chatter email and also
available on the website.
Please make a considered decision as to
who you would like to administer the
Aeroneers in 2020.

